COMMERCIAL

MASTERS IN TRADE
This special edition of AMAZING SPACES showcases our work in
the commercial sector. Spaces designed to be functional as well
as beautiful. The case studies presented are nothing less than
exceptional. From initial concept to delivery, every detail has been
carefully considered and meticulously planned. Quality is paramount.
From the superiority of the stone and tiles to the excellence of the
customer service and craftsmanship. Original projects by Lapicida.
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L APICI DA
A LUXURY G LOBAL BR AND

Lapicida is the leading specialist
in luxury surfaces, supplying new
and antique natural stone and
marble alongside ceramics, newgeneration porcelains, quartz and
man-made ‘sintered’ stone.
Based in Yorkshire, we work with
architects, interior designers,
retailers and private clients across
the UK, Europe and the US.

Our Harrogate workshops are
renowned for bespoke design and
manufacturing; marrying state-ofthe-art processes with traditional
stonemasonry techniques.
Having invested in stone-recycling
technology, Lapicida is taking
positive steps towards becoming
fully carbon neutral.
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WORKING
W IT H YO U
THE PROFESSIONAL BENEFITS

CARE AND EXPERTISE
Lapicida consultants are highly trained experts in
their field. We make it our business to understand
your commercial requirements. We help you select
the most appropriate surfaces for your project and
your budget.
AT T E N T I O N T O D E TA I L
Whether you have drawings, dimensions or even just
a concept, we will help you to accomplish your vision
and transform your designs into reality. Our dry lay
and live preview services allow you to envisage your
scheme in its entirety.
I N S P I R AT I O N A L P R O D U C T S
We select only the highest grade stone and marble,
choose the most innovative porcelains, and work
with the finest man-made tiles. We keep stock levels
high, prices keen and quality products available for
customers at all times.
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AN INSPIRING
A N D R E WA R D I N G E X P E R I E N C E
With over thirty years’ experience
working in the stone and tile
sector, we have built up a wealth
of knowledge and provide an
unparalleled level of service.
Architects and designers regard us
as an authority. Developers rely on
us to deliver on time, every time.
Trade partners trust our ability to
source innovative products at the
right price.

As a Lapicida business customer
you will benefit from a range
of incentives specific to your
industry sector; from new and
exclusive product launches,
to a professional sampling service
and quarry visits. You will receive
full support throughout your
project, as well as expert advice
and guidance.

The case studies featured here
show a selection of the types
of projects we work on – from
luxury property developments
and hotels to commercial and
retail schemes. Each showcases

the very innovative nature of our
work, the attention to detail and
the thought behind the materials
we specify. The images used to
illustrate the projects are all original.

COMMERCIAL
PROJECTS
CASE STUDIES
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The natural stone and marble
featured in this luxury hotel was
supplied exclusively by Lapicida.

A CONTEMPORARY
CLASSIC
LUXURY HOTE L

B E S P O K E F A B R I C AT I O N
This sophisticated hotel designed
with a mono-chromatic theme
presents a sensory experience for
guests. Lapicida worked closely
with the designer to deliver this
stunning refurbishment project.
Our stone adorns the floors, walls,
fireplaces, and even the fabric of
the furniture.
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Strong geometric floor patterns
fashioned from Nero Antica
limestone and classic Carrara marble
create an enduring impression.
Marble vanities, bespoke octagon
stone tables, marble-framed
mirrors, oversized limestone
skirtings and door frames add to
the opulence of this hidden gem.

WORKING
PR AC TICE
O F F I C E S PA C E
WITH DISTINCTION

MINIMALIST AESTHETIC

The soft tones and delicate
veining of this beautiful
Arcobaleno marble floor add
a subtle ambience to this busy
office space.
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An office space, located in one of
the world’s most dynamic business
districts, required a stone floor fit
for purpose both aesthetically and
architecturally. This striking cross
cut Arcobaleno marble was handselected from source.

Lapicida invited the customer
to visit the quarry so they could
see the character and quality of
the stone – an important part of
the selection process. This hardwearing marble is perfect for
interior floors with heavy footfall.

DESIGNED FOR
PURPOSE
HIGH PERFORMANCE
FLOORING

TECHNICAL
S P E C I F I C AT I O N
For this luxury car showroom,
high quality technical porcelain
floor tiles were chosen to
withstand the stresses and
strains that occur in an industrial,
working environment.
The sleek, grey elegance
of the porcelain stoneware
creates a compelling backdrop
to the classic cars on display.

Practical, appealing solutions
for all kinds of commercial projects.
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UNIFORM DESIGN
INDIVIDUAL FEEL
N AT I O N W I D E B A R S
A N D R E S TA U R A N T S

A D D I N G VA L U E T O B U S I N E S S

“The porcelain tiles are sustainable and
more commercially viable than the previous
timber flooring. We no longer have to close
the restaurants to refurbish the floors.
The finish looks amazing too. We receive
lots of compliments from clientele.”
Alexa Reid, Managing Director, ATFC Ltd

For a brasserie-style venue
featuring a kitchen facing onto
the restaurant, Lapicida selected
a porcelain wood-effect floor,
perfect for heavy, high volume
footfall and ease of maintenance.
Fusilier limestone, machined to
look like rivets and coated with
a rust-effect paint, added a

harmonizing touch to the bar.
In another of the client’s venues,
impressive San Marino quartermatch
marble feature walls complement
the tones of the porcelain woodeffect floor tiles. It created a
certain ambience, popular with
customers and staff alike.
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ENDURING
APPEAL
INDEPENDENT BARS
A N D R E S TA U R A N T S

TIMELESS DESIGN
As one of the most competitive
sectors in the leisure market,
independent bars and restaurants
face the challenge of how to
stand out in an overcrowded high
street. For one quirky outfit, which
desired a look reminiscent of an

old Venetian bar, Lapicida created
a cost-effective, decorative floor
from marble slabs in a spectrum
of colours. A beautiful distressed
Biblical limestone lines the walls
of the wine cellar visible at the
back of the restaurant.

This eclectic ‘eco’ floor
created by Lapicida
craftsmen has become a
talking point for customers.
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The finest ‘grade A’ natural
stone from Lapicida was used
in the development of this
luxury residence.

LUXURY RESIDENTIAL
DEVELOPMENT
OV E R S E A S P ROJ E C T

A PRECIOUS COLLECTION
Lapicida worked closely with the
developer to meet strict budget
and time constraints for this luxury
residential development. The project
comprises over 4,000 square metres
of natural stone and marble, sourced
from some of the world’s most
renowned quarries. The result
is a truly breathtaking property,
luxuriously finished to the most
exacting standards.
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Stunning marble and travertine
feature walls have been created
throughout, sitting alongside
limestone flooring and cladding.
A rare bookmatched marble has
been used in the bathrooms and
Brazilian Copper Dune quartzite
and Onyx Miele in the kitchen and
bar areas.

BESPOKE
PERFECTION
BRINGING IT ALL TOGETHER
Our products are chosen for
their style, simplicity and quality.
Spanning marble, limestone,
porcelain and quartz, our collection
is timeless with enduring appeal.
Lapicida is expert at taking master
craftsmanship honed over decades
and combining it with some of the
most cutting-edge technologies in

surfaces. We help you to use stone
and tiles in a very creative way, adding
value to your business and enhancing
your company’s reputation.
With an ever-expanding range of
colours and designs, we help you
achieve your desired ‘look’ at varying
price points. Just contact one of our
consultants for a quote.

COMPRE HE NSIVE PRODUCT R ANGE
• Limestone

•	Marble

• Ceramic

• Sandstone

•	Genuine antique
reclaimed

• Dekton®

• Slate

• Porcelain

• Silestone®

IMPORTANT: make sure your tiler complies with British Standards BS 5385.

Lapicida supplies a diverse
range of hard surfaces
including natural stone,
marble and porcelain.
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Q UA L I T Y A N D PA S S I O N
Three generations have shaped Lapicida through their
knowledge and passion for stone and tiles. We have
developed a world-famous quality checking process.
This means we adhere to the very highest standards
when selecting products. Every stone and tile in our
but also perform.
KNOWLE DG E AN D LE AR NING
Lapicida is a British Institute of Interior Design (BIID)
Approved Partner and a member of the RIBA CPD
Providers Network. Our seminars are available for
architects, designers and other industry professionals.
They provide a unique insight into new materials,
innovations and technical considerations.
PTV TESTING

TECHNICAL
SUPPORT

To help customers specify safe and sustainable floor
materials for their commercial projects, we offer
pendulum test value services. This is the preferred
method of slip resistance testing by the Health and
Safety Executive.
SPECIALIST SERVICES

EXPERTISE

As an international specialist, Lapicida works with design professionals
from all over the world. No two customers are the same. Your visions,
challenges and budgets are entirely unique.
It is important to have meaningful
dialogue with you at an early stage of
your development, so we can impart
our knowledge and experience.
We have the technical design services
to help you realise your ideas.
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The team undergoes on-going
training and development of new
techniques and technologies.
We are always well-informed and
relish the challenges that interesting
and unusual projects bring.

• 3D design
• Waterjet cut design
• Bespoke commissions
• CNC shaping mill
• Expert product advice
• Dry lay service
• Estimating facility
• Back office support
• Project management

FURTHER
I N F O R M AT I O N
C O N TA C T U S

WOR LDWIDE DE LIVE RY S E RVICE S
Careful handling of all our products is important.
Our team will contact you directly to arrange delivery.
This helps to ensure our delivery vehicles have suitable
access on site. We recommend that tiles are stacked
and stored vertically (on edge) but not on a hard surface
as this can cause additional edge chipping. Most of
our orders are packed in either wooden crates or
pallets and delivered on a large lorry. Our delivery
costs are worked out based on the number of pallets
and the postcode zone of the delivery address.
SAMPLES
Lapicida has one of the world’s largest tile and stone
collections on display in the Harrogate showroom.
However, if you are unable to visit, a sampling service is
available. Samples 10cm x 10cm can be ordered online
at www.lapicida.com. Full tile samples are available
on request. Where appropriate, we can arrange to
personally deliver a selection of samples and for
these to be presented by a member of the team.

GET IN TOUCH
To talk to one of our specialist business consultants,
please contact Lapicida on +44 (0)1423 400 100
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This brochure is printed using sustainable paper
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Lapicida’s exceptional quality control procedures secured
this commission to provide natural stone for a high-end
luxury residence. From three contenders offering very
similar quotes, we were the only company to quality check
goods in detail rather than shipping from the quarry to site.

L A P I CI DA
St James Park, Knaresborough, Harrogate, HG5 8PJ.
Tel: +44 (0)1423 400 100
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